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1 Introduction

Current foci of spatial audio research in recent literature comprise sound
localization; lateralization and binaural masking; echoes, precedence, and
depth perception; motion perception; sound source segregation and free-field
masking; physiology of spatial hearing; models of spatial hearing; (child-
hood) development of spatial hearing; and applications of binaural tech-
nology to auditory displays for human-computer interaction [15]. To cut
across these categories in an attempt to outline the current state-of-the-art
in spatial auditory displays for a particular range of applications, with an
emphasis upon the expected performance of the technology in producing
specific user responses required for those applications, this paper considers
the value of spatial audio technology in the creation and presentation of vir-
tual environments. The shared synthetic worlds that networked computer
users occupy constitute an alternative reality that has come to be termed
‘cyberspace.’ Auditory display technology that attempts to provide such
users with satisfying experiences of virtual acoustical space is termed here
“cyberspatial audio” technology.

Cyberspatial audio applications are distinguished from the broad range
of spatial audio applications in a number of important ways that help to
focus this review. Most significant is that cyberspatial audio is most of-
ten designed to be responsive to user inputs. In contrast to non-interactive
auditory displays, cyberspatial auditory displays typically allow active ex-
ploration of the virtual environment in which users find themselves. Thus, at
least some portion of the audio presented in a cyberspatial environment must
be selected, processed, or otherwise rendered with minimum delay relative



to user input. Besides the technological demands associated with realtime
delivery of spatialized sound, the type and quality of auditory experiences
supported are also very different from those associated with displays that
support stationary sound localization.

A comprehensive review of the scientific foundations of binaural tech-
nology in physical acoustics and psychoacoustics is beyond the scope of this
paper. But an informed discussion of the generic applications made possible
by cyberspatial audio technology requires an appreciation of what compo-
nents of auditory response are well controlled using current technology, and
what capabilities are not well supported or have not been reduced to practice
for widespread application. Current binaural technology is able to create a
reasonable match to physical acoustical stimuli, but cannot promise to create
the auditory experience specified by the application designer. That cognitive
factors play a strong role in determining the user experience is central to this
failure of auditory displays to produce specified results in terms of human
perception. Jens Blauert (author of the seminal reference “Spatial Hearing”
[4]) summarized this state of affairs in the following way [15, p. 593]:

“It becomes clear that today’s binaural technology rests mainly
on our knowledge of the physical aspect, with an increasing use
of psychoacoustics. Technology exploitation of the cognitive psy-
chology of binaural hearing has barely begun.”

human pilot representative (projected presence)
carbon community avatar

rl (real life) electronic puppet
meatspace synthespian (synthetic thespian)

motion capture vactor (virtual actor)

Table 1: User and delegate: An exocentric model in which a user is repre-
sented by an icon in the context of a virtual space is useful in spatial sound
systems; virtual environments with audio can be thought of as graphical
mixing consoles.

.

2 Psychoacoustic Foundations

The three basic acoustical phenomena that might be simulated by cyberspa-
tial audio systems can be quickly summarized. First, for a sound source
located off the listener’s median plane, there is the delay in time of ar-
rival at the ear further from the source. Manipulating this itd (interaural
time delay) is useful in shifting the auditory image along the interaural
(left↔right) axis through the listener’s head. Second, there is the ild



(interaural level difference) between signals arriving at the ears, which man-
ifests as a head shadow only at higher frequencies (above around 1.5 kHz),
unless the sound source is located at very close range [13]. (For example, at
a range of 10 cm the low-frequency amplitude difference can exceed 25 dB, in
contrast to the 2 dB difference at a range of 300 cm.) Introducing amplitude
differences at low frequency, despite the deviation from realism for more dis-
tant sources, is also very effective in steering the auditory image to the left
or right. The third acoustical phenomenon associated with binaural tech-
nology is the complex filtering effects of the outer ear. These pinna effects
provide the primary means for fixed human listeners (with stationary heads)
to localize stationary sound sources above, or below, and to their front or
rear (in the real space surrounding them). The relative value of pinna effects
for the non-stationary listener and sound source has remained a controver-
sial issue for almost fifty years (see, for example, the 1940 study [25]), and
such dynamic situations are exactly those of most interest to cyberspatial
applications.

It is surprising how few psychoacoustic studies have focussed solely on
pinna effects, given the apparent consensus that these form an important
component of the head-related transfer function (hrtf) which provide the
basis for most auditory display technology. Usually, studies of the role of
the pinna in directional hearing employ stimuli that include variations in
interaural time and level differences that are dominated by the effects of
the head, rather than by the pinna. By holding constant the angle of a
sound source relative to the interaural axis, head-related variation in inter-
aural time and level differences is minimized, revealing variation that is due
primarily to the structure of the pinna. Sound sources arriving at angles
spanned by 360◦ rotation about a point on the interaural axis are said to lie
upon a “cone of confusion,” due to the front/rear, above/below incidence
angle confusion experienced for simple sinusoidal stimuli. For broadband
stimuli, accurate directional judgments are apparently enabled by the filter-
ing effects of the pinna. Figure 1 visualizes variation in these pinna effects as
an href (head-related envelope function) in the time domain, rather than
the more commmonly presented frequency-domain representations (compare
[17]).

3 Interfaces: Hardware

Precursors to modern spatial audio systems, many of which are still sold
with labels like “3d sound” or “multidimensional sound,” include spatial
enhancers and stereo spreaders [22]. Spatial enhancers filter mono or stereo
inputs to add a sense of depth and spaciousness to the signal, allowing for
simple operation and backwards compatibility, but precluding placement of
individual sounds. Stereo spreaders filter mono inputs, placing the sound



along a linear range to extend the sound field. While such approaches allow
for realtime user adjustments, the techniques do not include distance or
elevation models.

The most direct approach to spatializing sound is to simply position the
sound sources relative to the listener, as in antiphonal concerts. Directly
spatialized audio— including attractions like Wisconsin’s House on the Rock
[18], a museum which features entire rooms lined with orchestral automata—
has charm, but is not practical for anything but special-purpose venues
and lbe (location-based entertainment). Fully articulated spatial audio
allows dynamic (runtime), arbitrary placement and movement of multiple,
separate, sources in a soundscape as well as extra dimensions encoding sound
image size, orientation, and environmental characteristics.

Delivery mechanisms for virtual spatial audio can be organized along
a continuum of scale. At one end of the spectrum, simple amplitude-
panning (balance), perhaps best deployed as constant power cross-fader,
can be thought of as a “poor person’s spatializer.” In conjunction with
exocentric visual cues (like a map of sources and sinks, as suggested by Ta-
ble 1), even such a degenerately simple technique, capable of only lateral
(left↔right) effects, can be effective for some applications. In conjunction
with egocentric visual cues (like first-person perspective shifts in a large part
of the visual field), lateral shifts in the auditory image can disambiguate
frontward from rearward sound source incidence angles. Therefore, this
simple manipulation can carry surprisingly useful information in applica-
tions allowing locomotion through a virtual environment (such as computer
games that require targeting of opponents while exploring a 3d-model-
based world). Realistic cyberspatial audio, however, involves the simulation
of more detailed virtual acoustics, such as the acoustical transformation of
sound by the head and pinna. Binaural synthesis techniques typically use
directional transfer functions (dtfs), based upon measured head-related
transfer functions (hrtfs), to capture these realistic acoustical effects.

The best standard of comparison for realism in audio reproduction, how-
ever, is the result of binaural recording that includes the natural acoustics
of enclosed spaces. Very few simulations attain the realism associated with
binaural recordings, since binaural recordings are almost always made in
settings that allow indirect sound (such as natural reverberation) to be en-
coded with the direct sound. Most high-quality simulations intended for
headphone reproduction attempt to create naturalistic indirect sound to
overcome some of the problems with dry (exclusively direct-sound) simu-
lations, such as the typical outcome that the dry auditory images tend to
stay inside the head. Problems associated with loudspeaker reproduction
of binaural-quality imagery are perhaps more numerous, primarily because
the listener’s head may move from an optimal listening location and because
acoustics of the reproduction environment can greatly degrade the listener’s
experience. Cross-talk cancellation techniques, such as the transaural or
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sdp (stereo dipole) [20] approaches, can produce binaural-quality imagery
from loudspeakers, but exhibit extreme sensitivity to listening position and
nearly always involve tradeoffs regarding the effective frequency range of the
process.

Adding more speakers can solve some of the problems associated with
stereo loudspeaker reproduction, enabling, for example, improved front/rear
distinction, but create more problems regarding optimal listening position
and synthesis techniques. Standard distribution of 5.1 channels of discrete
digital audio (like that provided by dvd, dts [www.dtstech.com], and by
pc sound cards supporting the ac-3 standard) is convenient, but synthe-
sis techniques for such speaker array systems assume only rough speaker-
placement guidelines. Adding still more speakers makes it possible to have
sound arrive from many directions at once, but successful sound spatializa-
tion depends on careful calibration common only in specialized installations,
such as the P ioneer Sound F ield Controller or systems based upon Am-
bisonics (www.ambisonic.net) or vbap (vector-based amplitude panning)
[21].1 Especially intriguing are hybrid presentations which combine multi-
ple backend modalities. For example, an imax theatre (like that in Times
Square, Shinjuku; www.imax.com/theatres/tokyo2.html) presents sound to
the audience as a whole via a six-channel multispeaker system simulta-
neously with two additional channels, individual binaural stereo delivered
via nearphones in the eyewear, pse (for “Personal Sound Environment,”
www.imax.com/innovations/theatre/IMAX PSE/index.html).

At the University of Aizu, we are exploring the potential of a binau-
ral display driven by pickups from a dummy-head located in speaker array
system [1], which can produce indirect (environmental) sound upon which
direct sounds can be superimposed. As a perversely round-about approach
to spatialization, such a hybrid technique can be used to mix spatial audio
with voice-over, as in a groupware situation in which physically present users
share an environment, including channels directionalized by a speaker array
system as well as their own commentary, with remote listeners.

4 Interfaces: Software (Application Programmer
Interfaces)

DirectSound 3D (part of DirectX) by Microsoft supports spatial sound, and
can be extended to provide special effects like room morphing or obstructions
with apis like a3d 2.0 by Aureal (www.aureal.com) and Eax 3.0 by Creative

1Leading commercial products and companies include the Ircam Spatialisateur
(www.ircam.fr/produits/logiciels/log-forum/spat-e.html), Lake Dsp Huron
(www.lakedsp.com), QSound (www.qsound.com), Roland RSS-10 (www.rolandcorp.com/
products/AUDIO/digital processing equipments/RSS-10.html), and SRS Labs
(www.srslabs.com).



Figure 1: Pinna Effects: Head-Related Envelope Functions (hrefs) for
sound sources located 60◦ from the subject’s median plane, visualized over
a 360◦ range of directions defining the so-called “Cone of Confusion.” The
arrival of the first wavefront is aligned in time (the radial dimension of the
plot) with the smallest red circle. Other red circles mark time in .5 ms in-
tervals extending outward from the origin. The second significant wavefront
arrives at minimal delay of around .1 ms for elevated angles of incidence.
The maximal delay of around .3 ms for the second significant wavefront oc-
curs for sources that arrive from below, and a nearly monotonic transition
between these two extreme values is observed as sound sources move between
extremes of elevation.



Figure 2: Figurative Avatar Interdigitation: A source representing a human
teleconferee denotes mutedness with an iconic hand clapped over its mouth,
oriented differently (thumb up or thumb down) depending on whether the
source was muted by its owner (or one of its owners) or another user. To
distinguish between deafness self-imposed (invoked by a user whose atten-
tion is directed elsewhere) vs. distally imposed (invoked by a user desiring
selective privacy), hands clasped over the ears orient differently depending
on the agent of deafness [9]. Being both virtual and conceptually orthogonal,
these various hands interpenetrate.



Figure 3: Visualization of clusters in the Helical Keyboard: The left side
shows the interactive “Helical Keyboard” application [16], which visualizes
and spatializes midi streams. The spatialization resource visualizer on the
right side shows, for the scene on the left, the soundscape with sound sources
(blue) and one sound sink (yellow). The red translucent cones visualize
localization errors used by a clustering algorithm [?] to decide which sources
can be coalesced.



Labs (www.soundblaster.com). The latest vrml [2] specification has only
a sound node to support positional sound, and does not define soundscape
attributes to describe reverberation, although a browser could infer the size
of a space and then set important reverberation parameters. The Java3D
[23] specification is in that regard more advanced, supporting a notion of a
soundscape, an application area with aural attributes capturing delay times
and reflections. These apis, and the new mpeg-4 object-oriented multimedia
standard (www.cselt.it/mpeg), are adequate for multimedia content, but
are not suitable for room acoustics, which are much more complicated and
require a more physically-based approach — specification of the material
and transfer functions of all sound objects in a simulated space [24] [12] —
as is required for auralization applications.

5 Applications

As suggested by Table 3, following the advent of desktop computing there
was movement towards laptop and even eyetop form factors. We have iden-
tified a number of applications for which an “eartop” computer seems ap-
propriate:

1) telecommunication (for example, audio-only teleconferencing) 2) nav-
igational aids for two populations: a) those with severe visual deficits b)
those for whom the visual channel is otherwise occupied 3) entertainment
(such as computer-aided interactive musical performance, like that suggested
by Figure 3) 4) voicemail browsing and synthetic-speech-based browsing of
textual e·mail (such applications will probably involve speech-recognition
for commands and may include voicemail response entry).

In the visual domain, “augmented,” “mediated,” or “mixed reality”
refers to compositing sampled and synthesized images, like overlaying cg
sprites on top of video frames. An audio analog aligns artificial and ac-
tual [8], putting synthesized sounds into the real world. For instance, one
might want one’s teleconversants’ voices directionalized to their isomorphic
(modeled after actual) locations, reinforcing situational awareness and dis-
ambiguating even similar-sounding voices via segregation akin to the cocktail
party effect [?] that leverages against natural geographic intuition. A driver
or a (perhaps blind) pedestrian might want to hear way-finding directions
and cues spatialized to relevant directions or locations, like the destination,
North, or the next turn.

Binaural cues can be generated by stereo microphones. For example,
a telerobot open to the public at Fujita Venté [14, 6] in Sendagaya is not
autonomous, but piloted by visitors through an adjacent deconstructive mi-
crocosmos, the human seeing and hearing what the drone senses, including
collision alarms, through stereo sight and sound. Such technology might be
deployed in hazardous environments like nuclear power plants, fires, toxic



waste dumps, and deep mining explorations. Further likely deployments
are in telemedicine applications, such as in laproscopic surgery. A human
pilot, projecting hirself to a robot’s location, might want to hear captured
stereo signals mixed with synthetically generated cues, like the directional-
ized voices of the pilots of other robots, or synesthetically generated cues,
like an infrared meter displayed as an appropriately-localized audio alarm.

6 Social Aspects

Given the potential power of cyberspatial applications, it is important to
begin to anticipate what the social consequences of the shift towards more
immersive media might be for the human user. As we may be spend-
ing more and more time immersed in virtual environments, distinguishable
from “ordinary” multimedia by realtime interactivity, and a sense of pres-
ence, supported through maps and avatars, they may begin to determine
how we think, speak, and act. The idioms suggested by Figure 2 may be
most effective in social situations, enabling synchronous interaction with
other users. Text-based societies (like irc [internet relay chat] and muds
[multi-user dungeons]) suggest the potential of online communities. So-
cial, multiuser systems, like ActiveWorlds’ (www.activeworlds.com) Ul-
timate 3D Chat, Moove’s Roomancer (www.moove.com), NTT InterSpace
(www.nttinteractive.com), Sony’s Community Place (vs.sony.co.jp),
and Ubique Virtual Places (www.vplaces.com) represent the next gener-
ation of multiuser ves.

Usually one thinks of one’s perspective as residing in a single place—
namely, behind one’s eyes, between one’s ears, etc.— but telepresence en-
ables such points of attendance to be distributed and non-singular, by repli-
cating perceiving subject instead of perceived object. Protocols and methods
will have to be defined for such systems to enable narrow- and multi-casting
idioms for selective privacy, selective attendance, scalability and lod (level
of detail, as suggested by the clusters in the right side of Figure 3), and side-
and back-channels.
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